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Flatness based tracking control of a manoeuvrable vehicle : the  Car P. Brault, H. Mounier ´ D´epartement AXIS, Institut d’Electronique Fondamentale, Bˆatiment 220, Universit´e Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, FRANCE. fPatrice.Brault,[email protected] N. Petit, P. Rouchon ´ Centre Automatique et Syst`emes, Ecole des Mines de Paris, 60 bd. Saint Michel, 75005 Paris, FRANCE. fpetit,[email protected] Keywords: Flatness, automotive systems, autonomous vehicles, tracking control.



Abstract We study the tracking control of a very manoeuvrable vehicle aimed at autonomous tasks. Two models are used and are shown to be flat; this property is then used to obtain open loop controls. The study is complemented by a stabilization around the desired trajectory.



This paper is devoted to the tracking control problem for a kinematic model of the Car. We obtain a simple solution thanks to the flatness property (see [4], [5], [7] for full details on the theory). In the second section, the kinematic model is derived. The flatness property is then recalled in informal terms in section three; it is established for the model and the open loop controls are obtained in section four. Stabilization around the desired trajectories is then studied in the last section; several different schemes are derived and discussed.



2 1 Introduction Fully automatic driving of personal cars is a far reaching challenge for the automotive industry. The Car project of ´ the AXIS department in the “Institut d’Electronique Fonda1 mentale” (IEF ) is aimed at giving concrete contributions in this respect. A prototype of a maneouvrable electric vehicle has been designed and named Car. The design of the Car vehicle is quite similar to the CyCab one, which originated at INRIA (see[1] for details) and is now sold by the Robosoft company (see, e. g., www.robosoft.fr). The CyCab is a four wheel drive car, with the possibility of steering independently the front and rear wheels. In the Car configuration, the rear and front steering angles and  are mechanically coupled (i. e. = f()). We can thus consider the Car vehicle as having two actuators: a motor steering the angle  and another motor for the propulsion. The embedded sensors are a steerable camera (through pan and tilt control), a laser telemeter (also controlled through pan and tilt) and one to four actuated ultrasonic sensors (the direction and shape of the pattern is controlled).  This work was partially supported by the European Commission’s Training and Mobility of Researchers (TMR) Contract # ERBFMRX-CT970137, by the G.D.R. Medicis and by the G.D.R.P.R.C. Automatique. 1 Institute of the Universit´ e Paris-sud.



The Model



2.1



Derivation of the model



The front and rear steering angles are  and ; the orientation angle of the car is  (see Figure 1). For reasons that will x φ
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Figure 1 : The Car vehicle. become clear in section 4, we will use the following construction. Let Q and P be the middles of the front and rear axles. Take two straight lines passing through P (resp. Q) and orthogonal to the rear (resp. front) wheels; these two lines intersect at a point R. Now take the straight line pass-



ing trough R and orthogonal to the line (P; Q); let H be the intersection point of this line and of (P; Q) (see Figure 1). Let now M be any point of the line (P; Q), M the angle between the lines (M; R) and (H; R) and M the length of the segment [M; R]. The dynamics of the orientation angle  at M is given by



_ = vM M



where vM is the speed of the point M . The steering radius is



HM M = sin( M)



2.2



The Car Configuration: frames



In the present case, we will consider a static coupling between  and of the form



= f() with f() 2.2.1



Model in Cartesian coordinate frame



x_ H = vH cos() y_H = vH sin() _ = vH tan() + ltan(f())



PH HQ HM tan( ) = tan() = tan(M ) M) HM = HQ tan( tan()



tan() with HQ + PH = l HQ = PH tan( ) where l is the length of the segment [P; Q] (the inter axles



(3b) (3c)



and drop the H subscript here and in the sequel (for notational convenience). The model then becomes:



x_ = v cos() y_ = v sin() _ = v F () l = v



tan() HQ = (l , HQ) tan( ) l tan() HQ = tan() + tan( )



(4a) (4b) (4c)



Where the controls are the propulsion speed v; and the steering angle 



which gives



and the oriented curvature (t) is expressed as



l tan(M ) HM = tan() + tan( )



_ , y(t)� _ x(t) F ((t)) (s(t)) = y�(t)2 x(t) (x_ (t) + y_ 2 (t))3=2 = l



The radius M is then given by



l M = cos( ) (tan() + tan( )) M



2.2.2



+ tan( )) _ = vM cos(M ) (tan() l



The dynamics of (xM ; yM ) is given by the projection of the speed vector vM along the x and y axis:



x_ M = vM cos( + M ) y_M = vM sin( + M )



Finally, the kinematic model of the vehicle written at a point M is:



x_ M = vM cos( + M ) y_M = vM sin( + M ) + tan( )) _ = vM cos(M ) (tan() l



(3a)



F :  7,! tan() + tan(f())



distance). Then



and



=0



Let us set:



and



or



(2)



<  for all  2 [0; 2].



The kinematic model of the vehicle at point H is (M for M = H ):



The distance HM may be obtained through



thus



Various coordinate



(1a) (1b) (1c)



Model in Frenet’s coordinate frame



A model that will be convenient in the sequel (see section 5) arises using the arc length sd of a reference curve Cd for H instead of the physical time t. Now take Cd as a parametric curve Cd = (xd (sd ); yd (sd )) and a differentiable function t 7! sd (t) from [0; T] into [0; L] such that sd (0) = 0, sd (T) = L and s_d (0) = s_d (T) = 0. taking the parametric equations of the trajectory Cd . We then set



v = s_v



d



and the corresponding model is (denoting d=ds by 0):



x0 = v cos  y0 = v sin  0 = v



(5a) (5b) (5c)



3 Flatness



   _x _ x = y�x_ , y� _ = d Arctan y_ = 1 2 y�x_ ,2 y� 2 + y_2 dt x_ x _ x _ y _ 1 + x_ 2



with



Let us recall, briefly, the meaning of the flatness notion. A nonlinear system is described by a (finite) set of differential equations



Fl (z ; : : : ; z(i) ; : : : ; z (l) ) = 0;



l = 1; : : : ; N:



Broadly speaking, the notion of flatness (see [4], [5], [7]) corresponds to the following: a nonlinear system is called flat if there exists a collection y = (y1 ; : : : ; ym ) (where m is the number of independent inputs in the system) of functions, called a flat output, with the following three properties: 1. The components of y can be expressed in terms of the system variables z via differential relations of the type



yi = Pi(z ; : : : ; z(k); : : : ; z( ) ) i



for i = 1; : : : ; m. 2. The components of y are differentially independent, i. e. they are not related by any (non-trivial) differential equation



Q(y; : : : ; y(k); : : : ; y() ) = 0: 3. Every variable zi used to describe the system, for instance states or inputs, are directly expressed from y using only differentiations. In other words, any such zi satisfies a relation of the type



zi = R(y; : : : ; y(k); : : : ; y( ) ): The third property yields a simple solution to the problem of tracking the collection of desired trajectories yd = (y1 d (t); : : : ; ym d (t)). The second property ensures that the different components of yd (t) can be chosen independently.



4 Flatness and open loop Tracking 4.1 Flatness of the Car Configuration The model (4) with two controls is flat and a flat output for this model is (x; y). Indeed, (4a)2 + (4b)2 gives



p



v = x_ 2 + y_2 Then, (4b)=(4a) gives



 y_ 



 = Arctan x_ And, finally, (4c) yields



_  = F ,1 lv



!



Thus, one has :







y x_ , y� _ x)  = F ,1 (l(� 2 2 x_ + y_ )3=2







recalling that F is the following function:



F :  7,! tan() + tan(f()) Taking a parametric curve C = (x(s); y(s)), with s the arc



length, one has



v(t) = s(t) _ (t) = F ,1 [l (s(t))]



where s_ is the velocity along the curve oriented curvature. The oriented curvature is expressed as



C and (s) is the



x(t) _ , y(t)� _ x(t) F ((t)) (s(t)) = y�((t) x_ 2 (t) + y_ 2 (t))3=2 = l



And, for a given steering angle 0 , the higher F is at 0 , the higher the curvature  can be, and the more steerable the vehicle is. 4.2



Open loop Tracking



Take a desired trajectory (xd (t); yd (t)). The open loop controls steering the vehicle along these trajectories (assuming a perfect model and an exact knowledge of the initial conditions) are



q



2 (t) vd (t) = x_ 2Hd (t) + y_Hd  l(�y (t)x_ (t) , y_ (t)�x (t))  d d d d d (t) = F ,1 (x_ 2 (t) + y_2 (t))3=2



d



d



(6a) (6b)



Now take a parametric curve C = (x(s); y(s)) and a differentiable function t 7! s(t) from [0; T ] into [0; L] such that s(0) = 0, s(T ) = L and s_(0) = s_ (T) = 0. The open loop control



v(t) = s(t) _ (t) = F ,1 (l(s(t)) leads the vehicle from (x(0); y(0); (0)) (x(L); y(L); (L)). 5 5.1



(7a) (7b) to



Closed loop Control Control schemes



The preceding control laws supposed that the model is perfect and that the initial conditions are known exactly. Since this is never the case in practice, we add corrective terms to the open loop controls derived above in order to have a stabilization around the desired trajectories.



5.2 First scheme: a simple PID One of the first ideas that comes to mind is that, when the vehicle goes off its reference trajectory C , the wheels should be steered in order to go back to C again. In other terms, when there is an error on the curvature radius, or what is the same, on the curvature , an appropriate action on the angle  should be taken. The most classical way to do this is to take a PID controller on this error. One can also slow down the vehicle if the latter goes quite quickly off its reference trajectory, or if the curvature radius becomes quite small. Set



es_ (t) = s_(t) , s_d (t); e (t) = (s(t)) , d (s(t)) where s_d (t) and d (s(t)) stand for



u  cos  , sin  0 _ 1 1 = @ 2F () A u2



e = F () ,l F (d )



F () = le + F (d ) This leads to the following controller:



v(t) = vd (t) + vc (t) = vd (t) , K (t)e (t) , Kv e (t) + v es_ (t) + v



Zt t0



es_ ()d



(8)



F ()(t) = F (d )(t) + F (c )(t) = F (d )(t) + (K , l)e (t) +  e_ (t) +



cos 



l



Zt t0



e ()d



v= F () = l2 (u2 cos  , u1 sin ) _ = u1 cos  + u2 sin 



(10a) (10b) (10c)



This controller has still a singularity in  = 0, which can be solved through a time scaling, by taking the parametric equations of the trajectory C . We then take (see (5))



v = s_v



d



The controller (9)



K (t)e (t) accounts for wide braking an-



5.3 Second scheme: endogenous dynamic feedback Following the dynamical extension algorithm, we differentiate the flat outputs until the controls v and  appear. The model being



x_ = v cos  y_ = v sin  _ = vFl()



sin 



And we obtain the following dynamical controller (by inversion of the preceding formulae)



Thus



where the term gles.



x� = u1 y� = u2



which can be rewritten as



F (d )  = F () l d = l







we see  appearing. We want to derive a dynamic feedback such that the resulting system (with the new controls u1 and u2) is



2 u1 = x� = _ cos  ,  Fl () sin  2 u2 = y� = _ sin  +  Fl () cos 



s_d (t) = x_ 2d (t) + y_d2 (t) x_ d (t) , y_d (t)�xd (t) d (s(t)) = y�d (t) (x_ 2d (t) + y_d2 (t))3=2



we can set



y� = v_ sin  + v_ cos  2 = v_ sin  + v F ()l cos 



We then set



q



Since



through the first derivative of x, we find v. Through the second derivative of y:



v= F () = l2 (u2 cos  , u1 sin )  0 = u1 cos  + u2 sin  can then be used to follow a reference trajectory C given by s 7! (xd (s); yd (s)) We take



u1 = x00d (s) , 1 (x0 , x0d (s)) , 2 (x , xd (s)) = x00d (s) , 1 ( cos  , x0d (s)) , 2(x , xd (s)) u2 = yd00 (s) , 1 (y0 , yd0 (s)) , 2 (y , yd (s)) = yd00 (s) , 1 ( sin  , yd0 (s)) , 2 (y , yd (s))



Since 1 and 2 can be chosen such that the system in s



e00x = ,1e0x , 2ex e00y = ,1e0y , 2ey



is stable. Finally, the controller in time t



v = s_ F () = l2 (u2 cos  , u1 sin ) _ = s_(u1 cos  + u2 sin )



(11a) (11b) (11c)



can be used to follow a reference trajectory C given by s (xd (s); yd (s)). We take



7!



u1 = x00d (s(t)) , 1 [ cos  , x0d (s(t))] , 2 [x , xd (s(t))] (12a)



u2 = yd00(s(t)) , 1 [ sin  , yd0 (s(t))] , 2 [y , yd (s(t))]



(12b)



When the vehicle is going forward, one must choose 1 and 2 in order to have eigenvalues with negative real part. Indeed, we have an error system of the form _ = s_ A , and s_ > 0. When the vehicle is going backwards, one must choose 1 and 2 in order to have eigenvalues with negative real part, since s_ < 0 in this case.



More precisely, the maximum steering angle is mechanically limited to 0:34 rad on the Car. The figures below exhibit the difference in steering values for both vehicles following the same trajectory. They show a lower value for the 4-wheel steering Car vehicle for which the steering value always stays below 0:34 rad. pievcr
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Figure 3 : Movements of the Car vehicle.
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6 Mechanical coupling in  Car and steering A simple and quite convenient choice is f() = . Thus, F () = 2 tan . The configuration of the Car vehicle is f() =  with 1=2 <  < 1. Thus, for a steering angle



 2 [0; =2)



F () = tan() + tan() > tan() and the Car (with a curvature of F ()=l) is more steerable



than a conventional car (with a curvature of tan()=l).
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Figure 4 : Corresponding steering angle of Car.
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Figure 2 : High breaking angle trajectory.



Figure 5 : Movements of a conventional vehicle.



and when h < 0:
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8 > < (xi,1; yj ) = (xi; yj ) + h @(@xx ;y ) + h2 @ (@xx ;y ) > : (xi; yj,1) = (xi; yj ) + h @(@yx ;y ) + h2 @ (@yx ;y )
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(15)
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If we take an increase of one pixel between two points of the trajectory, we then assume jhj=1 and we can compute from (14 and 15) the Laplacian for each point :
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Figure 6 : Corresponding steering angle of a conventional vehicle.



(xi,1; yj ) + (xi ; yj +1) + (xi ; yj ,1)



7 Anti-collision trajectory generation The autonomous motion of a vehicle implies obstacle avoidance. The method we use is a refinement of the potential method implements a gradient descent on a potential function (x; y) as an initial trajectory generation. This method starts with setting the potential for the characteristic points which are :



  



The initial point of the trajectory where the potential is set to : (x0 ; y0) = 1=2



(xn; yn ) = 0 The obstacles ! where : (x!i; y!i ) = 1



According to (13), the trajectory is then iteratively computed, using the Gauss-Seidel method, in order to minimize the Laplacian. One Gauss-Seidel iteration consists in replacing every non-boundary (xi; yi ) with the average of its neighbor’s values taken on two different iterations k and k+1:



 (k+1)(xi ; yj ) = 14 (k)(xi+1 ; yj ) + (k+1)(xi,1; yj ) + 



(k) (xi; yj +1 ) + (k+1) (xi ; yj ,1)



The final point where :



Then the potential function is computed by an iterative method. In order to avoid the trajectory computation to be stopped by the presence of local minima, the function has to be harmonic, as a result of the mean value property (see, e.g., [2], [10]). In this case the final point is the end of the trajectory. The Harmonic condition is given, for a function  2 < (xi+1; yj ) = (xi; yj ) + h @(@xx ;y ) + h2 @ (@xx ;y ) > : (xi; yj+1) = (xi; yj ) + h @(@yx ;y ) + h2 @ (@yx ;y ) i
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i ; yj ) @ (xi ; yj ) r2(xi; yj ) = @ (x @x2 + @y2 = , 4(xi ; yj ) + (xi+1 ; yj ) +



i



j



i



j



2
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(14)



Remark. The applied method is rigourously valid when the steering angle is not too high. The adaptation to the case of high manoeuvrability is under study. 7.1



Optimization by smoothing splines



The trajectory computed by Gauss-Seidel iterations exhibits ”stairs” and is not smooth enough to enable to deduce open loop controls. Furthermore, we would like to optimize this trajectory with respect to the steering parameter. In this order, we decimate the noisy trajectory x;y (k) then filter it with smoothing splines. Such splines provide an alternative to interpolating splines and are of better help if we want to get rid of an exact fit on noisy data. In these splines, the interpolation constraint is relaxed and the best fit between the model s(x) and the noisy data x;y (k) is made by minimization of an error term (the first term). The second term imposes a smoothness constraint on the solution.



X k 2Z



(x;y (k) , s(k))2 + 



Z +1 ,1



(s(m) (x))2 dx



(16)



An optimal solution can be found by taking a spline of degree n = 2m , 1 [8], [11], [12]. In our case, we set m = 2; so we make use of cubic splines.



Another idea to smooth the data would be to use wavelet denoising techniques.



[5] F LIESS M., L E´ VINE J., M ARTIN P. and ROUCHON P., Flatness and Lie-B¨acklund approach to equivalence and flatness of nonlinear systems, IEEE Trans. Automat. Contr., to appear. [6] G UILLAUME D. and ROUCHON P., Observation and control of a simplified car. In Proc. IFAC Motion Control 98, Grenoble, 1998 [7] M ARTIN P., M URRAY R.M. and ROUCHON P., Flat Systems, in Plenary Lectures and Mini-Courses, ECC 97, G. Bastin and M. Gevers, Eds., pp. 211-264, Brussels, 1997. [8] R EINSCH C.H., Smoothing by spline functions, Numer. Math., 10, 1967, pp. 177–183. [9] ROUCHON P. and RUDOLPH J., Invariant tracking and stabilization: problem formulation and examples, in D. Aeyels, F. Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue, and A. van der Schaft (Eds.), Stability and Stabilization of Nonlinear Systems, Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences 246, Chapter 14, pp. 261– 273, 1999. [10] RUDIN W. Real and Complex Analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966. [11] S CHOENBERG I.J., Spline functions and the problem of graduation, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 52, 1964, pp. 947–950. [12] U NSER M., Splines: a perfect fit for signal/image processing, IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, to appear.



Figure 7 : Square obstacle and the generated trajectory.



8 Conclusion The flatness and open loop tracking for manoeuvrable vehicles has been derived. Two closed loop schemes have been investigated ; the very nice scheme of invariant quasi-static state feedback [9] will soon be applied to our case, as well as an observer relying upon analogous ideas [6]. Other trajectory generation schemes are under study.
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